
HR POLICIES OF LG COMPANY

Talent Management. Based on the corporate philosophy of â€œRespect for Human Dignityâ€•, LG Electronics has been
implementing various HR policies that respect .

And the one thing which we really rewarded -- all our reward system was [based on] passion. Interviewer:
And just speaking more on a concrete level, how does one go about beginning to establish that kind of culture
in a company? Having equal opportunities is fundamental to building trust among individuals. This should be
provided by email. Based on the CDP, employees assess the level of their capabilities and receive a training
plan and undergo training programs accordingly. Encouraging interaction is also a strategy as this ensures that
when divert issues arise, they are discussed in non-confronting ways. Treating people fairly and with respect
to their differences enables a firm deal successfully with diversity. But, we know because the population in
India is becoming younger every year, their interests -- their incomes are going up -- their interests lie with
these three products. Training is an opportunity that LGE offers to its employees as per their ranks and jobs
with the aim and intention of encouraging them if not permitting them to apply the latest technological aspects
to their day o day operations. For almost 10 years after it came to the country in , LG had focused on the mass
market. The history of Samsung and mobile phones stretches back to over 10 years. I think, people make all
the difference and the success of Samsung mobile is testimony to the same. I think the flexible approach
adopted by the Korean Management is one of the reasons that Samsung India has succeeded. Development is
more than conveying information to employees -- it's guiding and supporting them to evolve that information
into knowledge that can be applied as skills in order to achieve the goals of the organization and its people --
and it's guiding and supporting those people to learn at the same time. Strategic Alliances and Human
Resource Management Abstract International businesses and globalization are akin when it comes to the need
for a respectful as well as successful conduct business. And the third thing, which is very unique about LG, is
the idea of empowerment. Handling Grievances and Employee Counseling LGE provides stress management
and psychological counseling services so that employees can focus on their working life. How did this happen
and what role did HR play to make this possible? At the recent Wharton India Economic Forum, Verma spoke
with an interviewer about how LG has used non-traditional methods for recruiting and retaining talent and
empowering employees "at the lowest levels. The product lines where LG intends to make a big splash in
India in are LCD televisions, and in a departure from its past focus, for mobile phones. The employees should
also be encouraged to work with their fellows despite their cultural differences as this will enhance their
talents and goals as well make them appreciate each other for their worth. In India, Samsung was a relative
late entrant to the market leader Nokia in the mobile phone space. Being able to understand the customers is a
vital aspect in all business in the entire world irrespective of where one is planning on selling their products or
services. Let us say I had to recruit a manager for a sales branch. In the Korean language, chaebol means a
business family or plainly, a monopoly. Firms also need to have conflict resolution plans that are keeping and
having diversity in mind at every one point. The existing form of organization for businesses in Korea is
chaebol. Participation Culture Based on the Voice of Employees VOE This process identifies employee
perception about major company policies, and after establishment, and then these views are reflected into
those policies.


